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Two teenagers walked into McGuckin Hardware in downtown Boulder, Colo., grabbed a $600 power saw, and 
shoved it into a backpack, only to be apprehended by a security guard in the parking lot. 

Both teens were charged with theft. Then their paths diverged. One teen’s parents hired a high-priced Denver 
attorney to fight the charges in court, beginning a legal process that dragged on for months. The other opted for 
“restorative justice.” 

As part of that process, the second teen sat down with his parents, someone from the hardware store and a 
facilitator to talk about what he did and how each of the parties had been affected by it. After a few hours, the 

group came up with a plan for the teen to make amends: make good grades, meet weekly with a counselor and pay back his half of the stolen saw. 

“The whole encounter was very positive for him. He felt bad. He met with people from McGuckin. He moved on,” said Boulder district attorney Stan 
Garnett. “He didn’t spend time in prison and he didn’t spend time meeting other kids always coming in and out of the system. 

“The other kid whose parents hired the lawyer for him — it took months to get it adjudicated,” Garnett said. “They spend all this time filing motions and 
arguing whether we violated the Fourth Amendment by searching the backpack instead of thinking, ‘Should I have stolen a power saw?’”

Boulder is one of many places around the country turning to restorative justice as an alternative (http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-andanalysis/
blogs/stateline/2016/07/20/victims-and-offenders-come-together-to-make-their-own-justice) to prosecution and possible imprisonment. Instead of 
fighting the charges in court, offenders selected for restorative justice agree to accept responsibility for their actions, meet face-to-face with victims and 
come up with a plan to repair the harm they’ve caused.

Some jurisdictions are even using the strategy with adults, incorporating it into their probation for those who avoid prison time. Thirty-five states have 
adopted legislation encouraging the use of restorative justice for children and adults both before and after prison, though many local law enforcement 
departments have for years relied on local nonprofits to perform the sessions without an official blessing from the state.

As states step back from mass incarceration, restorative justice is becoming more widespread and formalized. Last year West Virginia set aside 
funding for restorative justice and other alternatives to incarceration in the juvenile justice system. Some states, such as Vermont and Colorado, have 
passed laws that encourage the use of the strategy statewide by creating agencies that oversee or even provide the service.

AN ALTERNATIVE TO JAIL
Restorative justice is based on practices from indigenous cultures, and many schools have long used it as an alternative to suspension and a way to 
help students think through the consequences of their actions. Similar practices have been used in the juvenile justice system since the late 1970s, 
and its success there has led many places to expand it to adults. In Colorado, for instance, judges in some jurisdictions can order that adults be 
considered for restorative justice if they are sentenced to probation rather than prison.

Offenders are assessed to see if they would be a good candidate for restorative justice by taking responsibility for the crime and not saying anything 
that would traumatize the victim.

After a series of meetings to prepare both sides, the “circle” takes place. Both parties get a chance to talk about the crime, what motivated it and how
they were affected — which often elicits empathy on both sides. The parties agree on a way the offender can repair the harm he’s caused, and this is
overseen by the group’s facilitator, who ultimately reports to the probation office.

http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2016/07/20/victims-and-offenders-come-together-to-make-their-own-justice


Greg Brown, the chief probation officer in Boulder, said the circles aren’t meant to be a place where offenders grovel for forgiveness or victims lay guilt
trips. Offenders can talk about the circumstances that led them to commit the crime without using them as an excuse. Hearing stories not just from the
victim, but from those close to the offender about how they were affected, can help offenders realize how the incident affected the lives of everyone
involved.

In a recent case in which two men attacked another man wearing a yarmulke in a bar, Brown said, the coordinator brought in someone trained in bias to
help in the discussion, largely because one of the offenders, who visited the bar with his Jewish friend, did not understand why he was charged with
something akin to a hate-crime.

“That was the one thing that guy didn’t get,” Brown said, though the offender later had a breakthrough. “Finally the victim said, ‘What if I didn’t have a
yarmulke on? Would you still have assaulted me?’ And the guy wasn’t able to answer him. This conversation doesn’t happen anywhere else in the
universe.”

The session took place before sentencing, and Brown said after the conversation the victim no longer wanted the offenders to have the maximum
sentence. The judge allowed the chief attacker to serve his jail time in short stints so that he would be able to keep his job. The bar owner also was
included in the session and lamented that his business had a reputation for being a rough place. The other attacker designed a mural about inclusion for
the owner to place in the bar.

PARTICIPANT PROBLEMS

Making a restorative justice session happen requires the agreement of all parties, but most states require that the process be initiated by the victim.
Louisiana, the U.S. incarceration capital, prepares for expanded Medicaid

(https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/06/27/louisiana-us-
incarceration-capital-prepares-expanded-medicaid/86037276/)

“Take the family of a homicide victim,” said Nancy Lewis, head of the Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance. “When someone is murdered, a whole
bunch of crime victims are created by that act. It should be their choice to talk to the offender, not the offender’s choice to talk to the victims.”

As restorative justice becomes integrated into the criminal justice system, offenders may find it in their best interest to participate — something Shannon
Sliva, an assistant professor at the University of Denver, said is a concern for some restorative justice teachers.

“Where does the voluntariness go when it is tied to probation and what deal they get?” Sliva said.

In cases when the victim does not want to participate but an offender still wants a session, facilitators find someone to represent the victim’s point of view,
or might have the offender’s family play a greater part in the process.

But some offenders might fear participating, particularly if they think they might not fare well in the justice system.

Catherine Childs, who facilitated the circle for the attacked man wearing the yarmulke, said that session showed the way privilege can affect the process.
The attackers were from wealthy families and could afford to fly the out-of-state victim back to Boulder for the conferences. The main attacker also
agreed to delayed sentencing, turning down an initial plea deal with a short sentence in hopes the judge would be swayed by the outcome of the
restorative justice session.

That’s a risk those who fear being treated unfairly by the justice system might not be willing to take, Childs said.

Liz Porter-Merrill, a public defender in Denver, said she also has some concerns about restorative justice not being offered to minorities, who might not be
viewed as good candidates as often as their white counterparts. In the small area covered by Colorado’s juvenile pilot program, more Hispanics were
offered restorative justice than whites. But she said as restorative justice spreads to different areas and age groups, the state should strive to reflect the
racial composition of minority-heavy arrest rates, not the state’s general population.

“It’s only offered to people perceived as being good candidates, and those are often white people and wealthy people,” she said. “In some decisions it’s
unintentional, but I think the big problem is subconscious discrimination.”

CURBING RECIDIVISM, SAVING MONEY

In Colorado, it’s difficult to tell just how much money restorative justice might be saving.

“There’s no question there’s a cost savings to the extent that you’re not taking a case and putting it through the justice system — no lawyers, no courts,”
Garnett said. “But the costs of the program, the facilitators, the intake — that increases the costs on my office.”

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2016/06/27/louisiana-us-incarceration-capital-prepares-expanded-medicaid/86037276/


Garnett’s office now takes on the additional work of supervision and collecting restitution, tasks that used to fall to the court.

The program has been funded by about $430,000 in county, state and federal grants since 2014.

But comparing the costs is complicated. The jurisdictions that participate in Colorado’s juvenile pilot program typically spend in the neighborhood of
$1,000 on restorative justice sessions. Court costs were estimated to be $600, but those figures were just for court staff and did not include the salaries of
district attorneys or probation officers.

Nevertheless, low recidivism rates show restorative justice programs can be more effective than the traditional justice system. And advocates point to
participants’ satisfaction with the process as another measure of its success.

Deb Witzel, Colorado’s restorative justice coordinator, said the state’s juvenile pilot program, of which Boulder is a participant, has already held sessions
with about 250 kids. An initial review shows participants’ recidivism is low, around 8 percent. But because the program started in 2013, many juveniles
have only been out of the program for a few months.

Other programs with longer track records have similar results. Young participants in Longmont, Colo., had recidivism rates of 10 percent.
Families, officials fight to keep local serial killer in prison
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/local/2016/07/21/families-officials-fight-

keep-local-serial-killer-prison/86990572/)

There are other signs that people are happy with the program. In Colorado’s juvenile program, participant satisfaction is over 95 percent, and over 90
percent of offenders complete their agreements to make things right.

“The dirty little secret to why restorative justice is successful is because it’s voluntary. You’re doing it because you’re accepting responsibility,” said
Colorado state Rep. Pete Lee, a Democrat who helped create the state’s juvenile pilot program.

Lee, who is a lawyer, said those who want to participate are in a different mind frame than those who go through regular court proceedings. “The rest of
the justice system doesn’t work like that,” he said. “Lawyers are telling their clients not to talk to the victim or admit guilt. It’s all denial, denial, denial until
the plea agreement.”
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